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A family of nonlinear parabolic problems of heat conduction through a radiant
plasma is studied. As in the technological application, the governing equation
contains a time-dependent source term. Then considering boundary value prob-
lems, the boundary conditions are time dependent, too. Certain qualitative proper-
ties of solutions to such problems have been established, namely, number of local
maxima, Lie symmetries, and similarity solutions. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
We consider an equation of the form
› E › › Tin ns D rT q w t , 0.1Ž . Ž .ž /› t › x › x
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where E is the inner energy term, T stands for the process temperature,in
r represents density of the material, and w is the source term. An initial
Ž .profile, T x is to be prescribed, as well as boundary data of one of the0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..classical types, namely, Dirichlet T s f t , Neumann T s f t , or thex
Ž Ž ..flux T s Q T , t type.x
Such a model arises in physics of plasma, for which energy transfer is
approximated as being proportional to gradient of radiant energy. In this
case the above inner energy, E , has the formin
C2 4E s C T q T , 0.2Ž .in 1 4
1 4where C T stands for material component, while C T represents the1 24
w xenergy of equilibrium irradiation, see, e.g., 15, 4, 6, 10 .
5As for exponent n in the ``flux'' term, it could be, e.g., n s in case of2
``electrons thermal conductivity,'' as well as n s 3 in case of irradiation to
vacuum.
Ž .As a rule, ``density term,'' r is a function of spatial variable r s r x .
Ž .Basically models with a positive source term w t G 0 are considered.
Ž .Besides in a narrow class of problems w t - 0 is acceptable, too.
Sources of the form
w t s At n A ) 0 and n ) 0Ž . Ž .
w xhave been proposed and considered in 12 .
Ž .Concerning laser fusion problems LFP , two basic approaches of simu-
lating the physical source which imitates the absorption of the laser
radiation in the target are available in literature. The source is located in
the small region, close to the outer boundary of the target and having a
w xshort duration. Thus, in paper 3 the following source term
w t s AeyŽŽ tyb.r c.2 b ) 0, c ) 0Ž . Ž .
has been considered.
w xIn papers 13, 5 the source term has been represented as
¡ t t y tŽ .0
A , t - t02~w t s ,t t y tŽ . Ž .0¢0, t G t0
where t s t q « with « standing for time of straining and t }for0 0
duration of the impulse.
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The nonlinear density profile, obtained throughout the numerical tests,
may be considered as a part of a parabola.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 1 gives a
statement of the problem along with rescaling of the basic equation.
Section 2 is devoted to Lie symmetries analysis, including similarity solu-
tions. Finally, in Section 3 we give sufficient conditions for the number of
local extrema not to increase. This is an important consideration in some
proposed numerical schemes, in which the locations of various tempera-
ture values are tracked.
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Ž . Ž . Ž U xUFor x, t g Q s 0, l = 0, t consider the following parabolict
problem
› T › › T
3C q C T s r x K T q w t , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 ž /› t › x › x
where C and C stand for nonnegative constants and, moreover, C q C1 2 1 2
Ž . n Ž . Ž .) 0. In case K T s DT , Eq. 1.1 is nothing but Eq. 0.1 .
Initial and boundary conditions are supposed to be
› T
a y Q T 0, t s f t , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0› x xs0
› T
a y Q T l , t s f t , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l› x xs l
T x , 0 s T x . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Later on we introduce some restrictions on the boundary conditions.
Everywhere in the rest of the paper we suppose:
Ž Ž . Ž .1. All the functions under consideration namely, r x , w t , and all
. 3those in the boundary and initial conditions are smooth, say, from C , for
simplicity.
2. Compatibility conditions of initial profile with the boundary data
hold.
Ž . Ž .3. Initial profile, T x , along with coefficient r x and boundary0
data in case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions are strictly positive and,
therefore, separated from zero.
Ž w x.It is of common knowledge see, e.g., 9 , that under such conditions our
Ž .Eq. 0.1 , with any of the above-mentioned boundary conditions, possesses
a classical solution ``in the small,'' that is for small enough time.
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ŽWe suppose, in addition, that our solution is global in time solution
.exists for any t G 0 .
To make all the below constructions more clear, we consider the energy
density,
C2 4U x , t s E T x , t [ C T x , t q T x , t , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .in 1 4
Ž .rather than the temperature profile, T x, t .
Under natural assumptions, that temperature is positive, along with
``energy coefficients,''
T x , t ) 0, C ) 0 j s 1, 2 , 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .j
Ž .we conclude that the new unknown function, U x, t , is positive, too.
Ž .Moreover, function E T is strictly increasing in T for T ) 0, and,
y1Ž . Ž .therefore, there exists a smooth inversion, T s E U . Function U x, t ,
Ž Ž ..obviously solves the equation see 1.1 ,
›U › ›U
s r x D U q w t , 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› t › x › x
Ž . Ž y1Ž .. Ž y1Ž . Ž y1Ž ..4.where D U s 4K E U r 4C E U q C E U .1 2
2. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS
Ž .Here we give symmetry classification of Eq. 1.7 in case r s const. For
Ž .the case w ’ 0, or more generally for w s f x, U , the classification is
Ž w x. Ž .already well known see, e.g., 8, 7 , so we assume w s w t / 0.
Ž . Ž .In the case of arbitrary D u and w t , the only symmetry is translation
x s x q a.
w xSymmetry-finding computer program DIMSYM 14 notes that in deter-
Z X Ž Y .2 YŽ X .2mining this fact, it divides by the expression D D D y 2 D D q D D .
An extra symmetry might occur when this expression is zero, i.e., when
D u s u un , 2.1Ž . Ž .0
or
D u s u enu , 2.2Ž . Ž .0
with constants u and n.0
DIMSYM notes that in determining symmetries for the general case, it
XŽ . XŽ . Ž .assumes that tw t , w t , and w t are linearly independent. Therefore,
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the possibility of additional symmetries arises also when the above func-
tions are linearly dependent, that is for
m
w s w t q t w , t , m constant , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
or
w s emt m constant , 2.4Ž . Ž .
with a special case
w s w . 2.5Ž .0
›nŽ .With D u s u we again find only the common symmetry G s ,1 › x
Ž . Ž . Ž .unless 2.3 , 2.4 , or 3.7 is true.
In the case D s un and w s t m we have an extra infinitesimal symmetry
vector field
› › ›
G s 2 m q 1 u q m q 1 n q 1 x q 2 t 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .2 › u › x › t
Ž .this is true also when m s 0 , which, in integrated form is the scaling
transformation
« 2Žmq1. « wŽmq1.nq1x 2 «u s e u , x s e x , t s e t . 2.7Ž .
Invariants are given by integrals of
du dt dx dt
s and s . 2.8Ž .
2 m q 1 u 2 t m q 1 n q 1 x 2 tŽ . Ž .
As
1
ln u s ln t q const,
m q 1Ž .
1 1
ln x s ln t q const,
m q 1 n q 1 2Ž .
invariants are given by
u x
I s , and I s . 2.9Ž .1 2mq1 wŽmq1.nq1xr2t t
Ž .Scale-invariant solutions are of the form I s f I , i.e.,1 2
u s t mq 1 f xtyŽmq1.Žn r2.y1r2 .Ž .
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Ž .Using the latter representation we reduce Eq. 1.7 to the following ODE:
m q 1 n q 1Ž .2Y X Xn ny1f f q nf f q 1 s m q 1 f y f . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
For the linearisable model with n s 0, the above reduced ODE is
already linear, with constant coefficients
1 X Ym q 1 f y f s f q 1. 2.11Ž . Ž .2
ŽA particular solution to the inhomogeneous equation is given by f s 1r m
Y 1 X. Ž . Ž .q 1 m / y1 . For the homogeneous equation, f q f y m q 1 f s 0,2
the characteristic one is
12l q l y m q 1 s 0,Ž .2
whose discriminant is
1D s q 4 m q 1 . 2.12Ž . Ž .4
17 1Therefore, for D s 0 we have m s y , and l s y , which results in a16 4
Ž .general solution to Eq. 3.13 :
1
yŽ1 r4. I yŽ1r4. I2 2f I s Ae q BI e q . 2.13Ž . Ž .2 2 m q 1
Ž Ž ..In case D ) 0 see 3.14 , the general solution is
1
l I l I1 2 2 2f I s Ae q Be q , 2.14Ž . Ž .2 m q 1
'Ž .with l s y1 " 2 D r4, while for D - 0 we have1, 2
< < < <D D 1
yŽ1 r4.f I s A cos I q B sin I e I q . 2.15Ž . Ž .( (2 2 2 2ž /4 4 m q 1
ŽFor the case m s y1 and n arbitrary, we have a reduced equation see
Ž ..3.12 ,
1 d
X Xny f s f f q I , 2.16Ž .Ž .22 dI2
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nq1 Ž 1rŽnq1..and, therefore, if n / y1 for g [ f f s g we result with
equation
1 1 d
1rŽnq1.y g s g q I q C . 2.17Ž .2 32 n q 1 dI2
For m s n s y1, we have the general solution
eyŽ1 r2. I
2
2 yC 1 I2
u s , 2.18Ž .2y3r2 1r2 1r2C1 'C q 2 p e erf I q C r 2Ž .Ž .2 2 1
y3r2' 'with I s xr t . For C s 0 and C ) 2 p , this is a pulselike solu-2 1 2
tion growing from zero initial condition, remaining bounded, and having
the value u s 1rC at x s 0.2
The exponential D s eu gives rise to extra symmetries
› ›




G s j t q j , 2.20Ž . Ž .3 › u › t
where j wX q j X w q j Y s 0, or which is the same,
tt t nyH wŽt . dt yH wŽt . dt H wŽt . dt0 0 0j t s C e q C e e dh . 2.21Ž . Ž .H1 2
0
For G , the invariants are integration constants of the system2
du dx
s and dt s 0.
2 x
Hence, an invariant solution satisfies
< <u s 2 ln x q f t . 2.22Ž . Ž .
Ž .Using the above representation, we reduce 1.7 to ODE,
f X t s 2 e f Ž t . q w t ,Ž . Ž .
integration of which gives us
t wŽt .f t s W t y ln y2 e dt q C 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž .H 4
0
Ž Ž . Ž ..here and in what follows W t stands for the primitive of the source w t .
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For symmetry G , invariants are integrals of the system3
du dt
s and dx s 0,Xyj t j tŽ . Ž .
which results in invariant solution
< <u s yln j t q f x . 2.24Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then Eq. 1.7 reduces to
f Ž x .1 e 2X Y Xy j t s f x q f x q w t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
j j tŽ .
X Ž Ž ..As wj s yC y j see 2.21 , reduced ODE takes the form5
2Y Xf Ž x .e f x q f x s C . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 5
For C s 0, e.g., we have5
f Y
Xq f s 0,Xf
or, finally,
f s ln C x q C . 2.26Ž . Ž .6 7
Hence there results a simple solution
u s yln j t q ln C x q C ,Ž . Ž .6 7
d ln j Ž .with y s w t , which givesdt
u x , t s W t q ln C x q C , 2.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .6 7
Ž . Ž .where W t stands for the primitive of w t .
Ž .We do not separately consider the case D u s const, because in this
Ž .case w t can be set to zero by transforming the dependent variable. We
then have the standard linear equation, for which symmetries are already
well known.
Ž . tFor the case w t s e , we obtain no new symmetries, except possibly for
Ž . n Ž . uthe cases D u s u and D u s e considered previously. The case
Ž . u Ž . a tD u s e and w t s e gives no extra symmetries beyond those found
previously, too.
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Ž . n Ž . a tThe case D u s u and w t s e provides an extra symmetry
› › ›
G s 2 xu q na x q 2 . 2.28Ž .2 › u › x › t
Invariants for this case are given by integration constants in the system
du dt dx dt
s and s ,
2a u 2 na x 2
which gives as invariants
F s xeyn a tr2 and F s uea t . 2.29Ž .1 2
Invariant solution has the form
u s ea t f F ,Ž .1
Ž .substitution of those in 1.7 gives us
d n
X Xnf f F s a f y a F f F y 1. 2.30Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1dF 21
d Xnw Ž . xIn case n s y2, e.g., this equation is f f F y a F f q F s 0,1 1 1dF1
which provides
f X
y a F f q F s C . 2.31Ž .1 1 82f
› ›The case w s w gives extra symmetry , which, combined with ,0 › t › x
gives rise to travelling wave solutions. Otherwise it agrees with the symme-
Ž . n Ž . mtries found before for the case D u s u , w t s t but with m s 0.
Ž . uFor the case w s w and D u s e , we find only the symmetries found0
›u Ž .previously for the case D s e and w t general, plus .› t
Ž .Now we summarise special solutions for Eq. 0.1 with C s 0. That is,1
we consider equation
› T › › T
34T s K T q w t , 2.32Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› t › x › x
or, for new unknown function u s T 4, equation
› u › › u
s D u q w t , 2.33Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› t › x › x
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with obvious relation
K u1r4Ž .
D u s .Ž . 3r44u
The following special cases are indicated
v
4 nq3 mŽ . Ž .For K T s 4T and w t s t , we have a solution
T s t Žmq1.r4 f 1r4 F , 2.34Ž . Ž .
with
F s xtyŽmq1.n r2y1r2 and
m q 1 n q 1Ž . 2X Y Xn ny1m q 1 f y f s f f q nf f q 1.Ž . Ž .
2
In particular, for m s n s y1, we have the explicit solution
2 'yŽ1 r8.Ž x r t .yŽC r4. x r t1e
T x , t s ;Ž . 1r42y3r2 1r2 Ž1r2.C1 ' 'C q 2 p e erf xr t q C r 2Ž .Ž .2 1
v
3 T 4Ž . Ž .For K T s 4T e and w t arbitrary, we have
1r4< <T s f t q 2 ln x , 2.35Ž . Ž .
with




T s f x y ln j t , 2.36Ž . Ž . Ž .
with
tt t hyH wŽt . dt yH wŽt . dt H wŽt . dt0 0 0j t s C e q C e e dh ,Ž . H1 2
0
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f w Y Ž X.2 xand f to be the solution of e f q f s C , e.g., for C s 0, we have5 5
Ž .f s ln C x q C and1 7
1r4C x q C1 7
T s ln ;
j tŽ .
v
4 nq3 a tŽ . Ž .For K T s 4T and w t s e , a solution is
T s ea tr3 f F , 2.37Ž . Ž .1
with F s xeyn a tr2 and f to solve equation1
nXX Xnw xf f s a f y F f F y 1.Ž .1 12
3. NUMBER OF EXTREMA OF SOLUTIONS TO
NONLINEAR PARABOLIC PROBLEMS
One of the modern approaches for numerical solutions to nonlinear
diffusion equations consists of rescaling of variables to obtain equal
spacing of values of the dependent variable at grid locations. This ap-
proach may be regarded as using the old dependent variable as the new,
equally spaced, independent variable. For example, if we are interested to
trace a precise location of a given value of the process temperature, it is
natural to treat the temperature as a new independent variable, having a
former spatial one as a new unknown function. Such selected value of
temperature may represent, e.g., melting point.
Ž .Concerning governing Eq. 1.1 under study, we regard x as the new
unknown
x s x T x , t , t . 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .
Differentiating the above identity with respect to x and t, we obtain
x ? T s 1, x T q x T 2 s 0, x T q x s 0.T x t x x T T x T t t
Ž .Substituting such derivatives into 1.1 , we get a new nonlinear governing
Ž .equation for function x T , t . Now it is possible to construct a mesh of the
w x``temperature interval'' T g T , T and, after numerical tests, to cal-min max
Ž U .culate the location of desirable values of temperature x s x T , t .
Ž .However, the representation 3.1 is correct only along an interval of
Ž .monotonicity of temperature profile, T x, t . Otherwise, there will be more
than one location x for a given value of T. In case initial profile consists of
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several such intervals, it is necessary to split the problem into a proper
system. For that system each equation corresponds to one of the intervals
of monotonicity.
In order to estimate the dimension of the above system we are going to
describe a number of particular cases, when the number of local extrema
Ž .of temperature profile number of monotonicity intervals does not in-
crease in time.
3.1. Discrete Lyapuno¤ Functionals
In what follows we use the so-called discrete Lyapuno¤ functionals along
Ž . Ž .solutions to linear parabolic problems. Consider for x, t g Q s 0, l =
Ž .0, ‘ the following problem for linear governing equation
¤ s d x , t ¤ q g x , t ¤ q c x , t ¤ ;Ž . Ž . Ž .t x x x
a ¤ i , t y b t ¤ i , t s 0, i s 0, l ; 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i x i
¤ x , 0 s ¤ x .Ž . Ž .0
¤ Ž .From now on the function z t stands for the number of sign changes
Ž . Ž .of a solution ¤ x, t to problem 3.2 at the time moment t ) 0.
w xOne can find in 11, 1, 2 :
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let d, d , d , d , g, g , g , c x, t be continuous functionst x x x t x
Ž . 1w x Ž 2 2 .in Q, d x, t G d ) 0, b g C 0, T , a s const a q b G d ) 00 i i i i 0
Ž . Ž .boundary problem is ``nontri¤ial'' , and let ¤ x, t be a solution to Problem
Ž .3.2 .
Ž .Then either ¤ x, t ’ 0 or:
Ž . ¤ Ž . ¤ Ž .1 The number z t is finite for all t ) 0, e¤en if z 0 s ‘;
Ž . ¤ Ž .2 The number z t decreases strictly when t passes a ¤alue t then0
Ž .and only then the function ¤ x, t possesses a multiple zero at a certain point0
w xx g 0, 1 .
¤Ž .Remark 3.1. So, from Theorem 3.1 we have that the function z t
¤ Ž .takes only natural values for t ) 0, and, moreover, that z t is a nonin-
creasing function. That is why, in analogy with Lyapunov functions from
¤ Ž .the theory of ODE, monotone and piecewise constant function z t is
called a discrete Lyapunov functional.
The basic point of the proof is to establish the fact that a new zero of
Ž .solution to linear equation 3.2 cannot arise inside the spatial interval,
Ž .x g 0, l . In particular the following result has been observed.
COROLLARY 1. Under assumptions of Theorem 3.1, a new zero of solution
Ž .to linear homogeneous equation 3.2 cannot arise inside the spatial inter¤al
Ž .x g 0, l for any t ) 0.
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3.2. Neumann Boundary Conditions
First consider the Neumann type boundary conditions for nonlinear
Ž .equation 1.7 :
›U ›U
s q t , s q t . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .0 l› x › xxs0 xsl
Also, the initial profile is assumed
U x , 0 s U x . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .0
The new unknown
›U
u x , t [ x , t , 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 › x
obviously solves equation
› 2
u t s rD U u ,Ž .Ž .1 12› x
Ž .and, therefore, along the given profile, U x, t , could be regarded as the
solution to linear and homogeneous equation
u s a x , t u q a x , t u q a x , t u . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 t 2 1 x x 1 1 x 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Choice of coefficients a is obvious, a x, t [ r x D U x, t , e.g., func-j 2
Ž . Ž Ž ..tion u x, t satisfies corresponding initial conditions see 3.4 ,1
u x , 0 s U X x , 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0
and the Dirichlet-type boundary conditions
u 0, t s q t , u l , t s q t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 l
In view of Corollary l from Theorem 3.1 the following statement is valid.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that initial profile 3.4 possesses non¤anishing
XŽ . Ž .deri¤ati¤e, U x , except at a finite number of points x g 0, l .0 k
Ž . Ž .Then, in case q t / 0 and q t / 0, the number of local extrema of0 l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution U x, t to Problem 1.7 , 3.3 , 3.4 does not increase in time.
In case of the Neumann type boundary conditions for original equation
Ž .1.1 ,
› T › T
s f t , s f t , 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .0 l› x › xxs0 xsl
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it is impossible to apply Theorem 3.2 directly, as the corresponding
Ž .boundary conditions for the ``energy density,'' U x, t are not clear, see
Ž . Ž .1.5 . Besides, presenting Eq. 1.1 in equivalent form
1 › › T w tŽ .
T s r x K T q ,Ž . Ž .t 3 3ž /› x › xC q C T C q C T1 2 1 2
for the new unknown,
u X , t [ T x , t , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .2 x
it is easy to derive equation
2 21 › › 3C T u2 2
u s rK T u y rKu q w t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 t 2 23 2 3› xC q C T › x C q C T1 2 1 2
3.10Ž .
which, again, could be regarded as a linear and homogeneous equation of
Ž .the type 3.6 .
Therefore, the following theorem is true.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that initial profile 1.4 possesses non¤anishing
› Ž . Ž .deri¤ati¤e, T x / 0, except at a finite number of points x g 0, 1 .0 k› x
Ž . Ž .Then, in case f t / 0 and f t / 0, the number of local extrema of0 l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution T x, t to Problem 1.1 , 3.8 , 1.4 does not increase in time.
A similar result holds for nonlinear flux boundary conditions
› T › T
K T s f t , K T s f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 l› x › xxs0 xsl
Ž .since after changing variable to ¤ s HK T dT, this reduces to the previ-
ous case.
3.3. Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Ž Ž . ..Now, suppose we have boundary conditions see 1.2 , 1.3 ,
T 0, t s f t , T l , t s f t 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 l
Ž .for Eq. 1.1 , or, which is equivalent, conditions
U 0, t s e t , U l , t s e t 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .for Eq. 1.7 with e t s C f t q C r4 f t .j 1 j 2 j
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..New unknowns, u x, t see 3.5 and u x, t see 3.9 , satisfy Eqs.1 2
Ž . Ž .3.6 and 3.10 , respectively. But the boundary conditions must be recalcu-
Ž .lated. Let us consider a trace of Eq. 1.7 at the point x s 0,
X < X 2e t s r 0 D e t u q r 0 D e t u 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .xs00 0 1 x 0 1
q rX 0 D e t u 0, t q w t . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1
Similar conditions are available at the point x s l and for the function
Ž .u x, t . In view of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 1, zeroes of functions2
Ž . Ž .u x, t cannot arise for x g 0, l . Suppose such a new zero arises on thei
boundary x s 0 for function u at the time moment t s tU. Consider1
Ž . U Ž U .boundary condition 3.13 for t s t . As, by assumption, u 0, t s 0, we1
deduce
› u 11 X U Us e t y w t . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0U› x r 0 D e tŽ . Ž .Ž .xs0 0
Therefore, under conditions
eX t y w t - 0, 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and
U X 0 ) 0, 3.16Ž . Ž .0
Ž .which is equivalent to u 0, 0 ) 0, function u cannot attain zero value at1 1
Ž U . Ž .point x s 0. Really, suppose that u 0, t s 0, while u 0, t ) 0 for1 1
U Ž . Ž . Ž U .0 F t - t . Assumption 3.16 provides the property U x, t ) U 0, t at
Ž U . Ž U .points x, close enough to zero. Therefore derivative U 0, t s u 0, tx x 1 x
Ž . Ž .) 0, which contradicts 3.14 , 3.15 . Similar observations are valid for the
XŽ . X Ž . Ž .case U 0 - 0 under condition e t y w t ) 0 and for the edge point0 0
x s l. So we have
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Suppose the initial profile 3.4 possesses non¤anishing
XŽ . Ž .deri¤ati¤e, U x , except at a finite number of points x g 0, 1 and, more-0 k
XŽ . XŽ .o¤er, U 0 U l / 0.0 0
Then, in case
eX t y w t U X 0 - 0 and eX t y w t U X l ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 l 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the number of local extrema of solution U x, t to Problem 1.7 , 3.12 , 3.4
does not increase in time.
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